
From: Joseph Jones
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Upper Pecos Watershed
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2022 10:28:00 AM

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to
clicking on links or opening attachments.

Dear Ms. Jones,

The iconic Upper Pecos watershed is the lifeblood of the region’s economy, ecosystem and
way of life. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections respects the role of clean water as the
lifeblood of our communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for
our children and grandchildren.
The Upper Pecos Watershed supports a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias, and
other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water. Thanks in large part to a long
history of respect and stewardship among those who call the area home, most of the waters of
the Upper Pecos Watershed remain clean and healthy today.
Please vote to designate the Pecos as Outstanding Waters to ensure this clean water is
protected for future generations.

Thank you,

Joe E Jones DDS
Santa Fe, NM

mailto:jejonesdds1@gmail.com
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us


From: SUSAN PEIRCE
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Upper Pecos watershed
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2022 10:41:09 PM

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to
clicking on links or opening attachments.
Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The iconic Upper Pecos watershed is the lifeblood of the region’s economy, ecosystem and
way of life. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections respects the role of clean water as the
lifeblood of our communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for
our children and grandchildren.

The Upper Pecos Watershed supports a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias, and
other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water. Thanks in large part to a long
history of respect and stewardship among those who call the area home, most of the waters of
the Upper Pecos Watershed remain clean and healthy today.

Please vote to designate the Pecos as Outstanding Waters to ensure this clean water is
protected for future generations. 

Thank you,

Susan S. Peirce 
18 paseo de aguila
Santa Fe, NM 87506

mailto:speirce@prodigy.net
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us


From: Stacia Lewandowski
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Designate the Upper Pecos Watershed as an Outstanding National Resource Water
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 4:36:04 PM

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to clicking on links or opening
attachments.

Dear Commissioners:

One of my family's favorite things to do is to go for the ride up through the beautiful Pecos Valley, and sometimes
get out to do a mountain hike. It is indeed a place worthy of conservation at the highest level. But the Pecos River is
so much more than that one area, since it is such a long river, it is important to a good number of communities.

I support the petition submitted by San Miguel County, Village of Pecos, New Mexico Acequia Association, Molino
de la Isla Organics, and Upper Pecos Watershed Association to protect the Upper Pecos Watershed, from Dalton
Canyon upstream to the Wilderness Boundary, as Outstanding National Resource Waters.

The Upper Pecos River is one of the last remaining cold-water refuges for endangered species, such as the Rio
Grande cutthroat trout, other trout species, special status plant species, and additional species important for the
economic and ecological health of New Mexico. With climate change and accompanying drought, protecting
pristine cold waters, like the Upper Pecos River, is vitally important for aquatic biodiversity in New Mexico.

The Upper Pecos River provides exceptional opportunities for recreational activities such as hiking, hunting,
camping, bird-watching, photography, and fishing. Families from across New Mexico escape to the campgrounds,
fishing holes, and picnic areas of the Upper Pecos River to enjoy its beauty, while providing significant economic
benefits to the local economy. The Upper Pecos River is one of New Mexico’s best cold-water fisheries and is
renowned for its trout fishing. In fact, two of the nominated stretches are classified as state special trout waters,
which means they are managed to provide unique fishing opportunities in New Mexico and are important for native
trout conservation.

The Pecos River Valley is culturally significant to the P`ǽ kilâ or Pecos Pueblo, who inhabited the Pecos River
Valley until the 19th century. The Pecos People farmed the floodplains and hunted and gathered throughout the
valley. While the descendants of the Pecos Pueblo now reside with the Hemish, or Jemez People, the Pecos River
Valley, including the nominated Upper Pecos Watershed, remains culturally significant. To this day, descendants of
the Pecos Pueblo return to the Pecos to perform ceremonial rites and celebrate the annual feast day of the patron
saint for the Pecos Pueblo.

Finally, the communities downstream from the nominated waters depend on the clean flowing water of the Pecos
River. For generations, local farmers have irrigated their lands with acequias fed by the Pecos River. Maintained
through a unique tradition of communal work, acequias fed by the Pecos River provide food for many of the local
farmers’ markets in the region. Without clean water from the Pecos, the acequia community will lose not only
income and sustenance, but a part of their culture.

I ask you to designate the entire 180 miles of nominated waters and surrounding wetlands as Outstanding National
Resource Waters because of their ecological, cultural, and economic importance to New Mexico and its people.

Sincerely,
Stacia Lewandowski

mailto:stacialew@mindspring.com
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us


From: Tom Kovach
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] ONRW
Date: Monday, April 4, 2022 8:57:53 AM

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to
clicking on links or opening attachments.
Ms. Jones,

I strongly urge the Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed as
Outstanding Waters. Protecting the Pecos would protect downstream acequias and
ensure that this important agricultural and cultural resource is protected in the Pecos
area. The Pecos is beneficial to the state because it is close to Santa Fe and is a
recreational destination for residents and tourists alike and is, therefore, an important
economic driver for the local area and for the state.

We often talk about doing things for rural New Mexico not just the corridor and this
would be one important step to helping rural economies while protecting the natural
beauty of the area. 

Tom Kovach 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to
heal. In every heart, there is the power to do it. – Marianne Williamson

mailto:tamaskovach@gmail.com
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us


From: Joseph Giambalvo
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public Comment for Pecos ONRW Petition - Docket No. WQCC 21-51(R)
Date: Thursday, April 7, 2022 5:26:46 PM

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to clicking
on links or opening attachments.

WQCC Administrator Pamela Jones,

Dear New Mexico Water Quality Control Commissioners,

My name is Joseph Giambalvo and I am the owner of Hummingbird Cabin on the Pecos from
Pecos Canyon, and I support the petition to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed as
Outstanding Waters submitted by the New Mexico Acequia Association, Village of Pecos, San
Miguel County, Upper Pecos Watershed Association, and Molino de la Isla Organics LLC.

The waters of the Upper Pecos Watershed are the lifeblood of the region’s numerous acequias,
sustaining and enriching centuries-old farming and ranching traditions that depend upon clean
water.

ONRW designation of the upper Pecos Watershed is important to me because we depend on
the hospitality income from the families who come to our cabin to enjoy fishing in the river and
hiking in the watershed.

Of particular concern is the impact climate change is having on our precious surface waters.
New Mexico and the greater West have transitioned from periodic droughts to long-term
aridification. Long-term aridification doesn’t just result in reduced snowpack, stream flow,
precipitation levels, and increased temperatures – it also results in degradation of our surface
water quality. Safeguarding the lifeblood of our communities by designating the Upper Pecos
watershed as Outstanding Waters is vital to sustaining our communities, culture, and traditional
farming and ranching, as ONRW designation is a meaningful regulatory tool for mitigating
climate change impacts.

El agua es vida. Thank you for your careful consideration of my comments.

Sincerely, 
Joseph Giambalvo 
Owner Hummingbird Cabin on the Pecos 
jgiambalvo@pecosriverhome.com 
1538 NM Highway 63 
Pecos, NM 87552

Joseph Giambalvo 
jgiambalvo@pecosriverhome.com 
1538 NM HIGHWAY 63 
Pecos, New Mexico 87552-2557

mailto:jgiambalvo@pecosriverhome.com
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us




From: Rick Urenda
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public Comment for Pecos ONRW Petition - Docket No. WQCC 21-51(R)
Date: Thursday, April 7, 2022 5:43:41 PM

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to clicking
on links or opening attachments.

WQCC Administrator Pamela Jones,

Dear New Mexico Water Quality Control Commissioners,

My name is Rick Urenda, and I am a President from the San Mateo Acequia Association, and I
support the petition to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed as Outstanding Waters submitted
by the New Mexico Acequia Association, Village of Pecos, San Miguel County, Upper Pecos
Watershed Association, and Molino de la Isla Organics LLC.

The waters of the Upper Pecos Watershed are the lifeblood of the region’s numerous acequias,
sustaining and enriching centuries-old farming and ranching traditions that depend upon clean
water.

As a advocate of farming and ranchers, it vital for communities that have had a water source
throughout a lifetime, I am sure has been rewarding for families of farmers and ranchers. To
take it away partially or completely would be de demontruius to this community.

Of particular concern is the impact climate change is having on our precious surface waters.
New Mexico and the greater West have transitioned from periodic droughts to long-term
aridification. Long-term aridification doesn’t just result in reduced snowpack, stream flow,
precipitation levels, and increased temperatures – it also results in degradation of our surface
water quality. Safeguarding the lifeblood of our communities by designating the Upper Pecos
watershed as Outstanding Waters is vital to sustaining our communities, culture, and traditional
farming and ranching, as ONRW designation is a meaningful regulatory tool for mitigating
climate change impacts.

El agua es vida. Thank you for your careful consideration of my comments.

Sincerely, 
Rick Urenda 
505-999-9579

Rick Urenda 
smacequiap@gmail.com 
33 San Mateo Rd 
San Mateo New Mexico , New Mexico 87031

mailto:smacequiap@gmail.com
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us




From: Michael Lamb
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public Comment for Pecos ONRW Petition - Docket No. WQCC 21-51(R)
Date: Thursday, April 7, 2022 5:50:07 PM

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to clicking
on links or opening attachments.

WQCC Administrator Pamela Jones,

Dear New Mexico Water Quality Control Commissioners,

I am a Commissioner of the Acequia Del Potrero in Chimayó and wish to express my support
for the petition to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed as Outstanding Waters submitted by
the New Mexico Acequia Association, Village of Pecos, San Miguel County, Upper Pecos
Watershed Association, and Molino de la Isla Organics LLC.

As is the case with the Santa Cruz River that provides water for our 300 year old acequia, the
waters of the Upper Pecos Watershed are the lifeblood of the region’s numerous acequias,
sustaining and enriching centuries-old farming and ranching traditions that depend upon clean
water.

I expect you are aware of the impact climate change is having on our precious surface waters
and are aware that New Mexico and the greater West have transitioned from periodic droughts
to long-term aridification. Likewise that long-term aridification doesn’t just result in reduced
snowpack, stream flow, precipitation levels, and increased temperatures – it also results in
degradation of our surface water quality.

Safeguarding the lifeblood of our communities by designating the Upper Pecos watershed as
Outstanding Waters is vital to sustaining our communities, culture, and traditional farming and
ranching, as ONRW designation is a meaningful regulatory tool for mitigating climate change
impacts.

Thank you.

Sincerely, 
Michael Lamb 
Commissioner 
Acequia Del Potrero 
Chimayó

Michael Lamb 
thirdbid@cybermesa.com 
93 Canada Ancha 
Chimayo, New Mexico 87522-9409

mailto:thirdbid@cybermesa.com
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us




From: Lizabeth Fogarty
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public Comment for Pecos ONRW Petition - Docket No. WQCC 21-51(R)
Date: Thursday, April 7, 2022 8:08:47 PM

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to clicking
on links or opening attachments.

WQCC Administrator Pamela Jones,

Dear New Mexico Water Quality Control Commissioners,

My name is Lizabeth Fogarty and I am a parciante from Vadito, on the Llano de la Llegua
acqueia. I support the petition to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed as Outstanding Waters
submitted by the New Mexico Acequia Association, Village of Pecos, San Miguel County,
Upper Pecos Watershed Association, and Molino de la Isla Organics LLC.

The waters of the Upper Pecos Watershed are the lifeblood of the region’s numerous acequias,
sustaining and enriching centuries-old farming and ranching traditions that depend upon clean
water.

Though I have only lived full time in New Mexico since 2020, I have actively been a parciante
and actively managed my part of the acqueia since 2018, and did so for three years solo. It
was hard and grueling work, but I realized the value of the water and the history of the tradition
and I enjoyed and was proud to be part of this New Mexico legacy, as well as be a steward of
the land in a fast changing environment because of climate change. I knew I was helping to
preserve a way of life for future generations.

Of particular concern is the impact climate change is having on our precious surface waters.
New Mexico and the greater West have transitioned from periodic droughts to long-term
aridification. Long-term aridification doesn’t just result in reduced snowpack, stream flow,
precipitation levels, and increased temperatures – it also results in degradation of our surface
water quality. Safeguarding the lifeblood of our communities by designating the Upper Pecos
watershed as Outstanding Waters is vital to sustaining our communities, culture, and traditional
farming and ranching, as ONRW designation is a meaningful regulatory tool for mitigating
climate change impacts.

El agua es vida. Thank you for your careful consideration of my comments. I promise you I am
dedicated to helping to preserve our water for future generations. I hope you will do the same.

Sincerely,

Lizabeth Fogarty 
78 Llano de La Llegua 
Vadito, NM 87579 
405-990-6561

Lizabeth Fogarty 

mailto:llfog.dlfarm@gmail.com
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us


llfog.dlfarm@gmail.com 
78 Llano De La Llegua 
Vadito, New Mexico 87579



From: Melissa Stoller
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public Comment for Pecos ONRW Petition - Docket No. WQCC 21-51(R)
Date: Friday, April 8, 2022 8:31:31 AM

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to clicking
on links or opening attachments.

WQCC Administrator Pamela Jones,

Dear New Mexico Water Quality Control Commissioners,

My name is Melissa Stoller and I am the treasurer of the Acequia Madre de Tesuque and I
support the petition to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed as Outstanding Waters submitted
by the New Mexico Acequia Association, Village of Pecos, San Miguel County, Upper Pecos
Watershed Association, and Molino de la Isla Organics LLC.

The waters of the Upper Pecos Watershed are the lifeblood of the region’s numerous acequias,
sustaining and enriching centuries-old farming and ranching traditions that depend upon clean
water.

Of particular concern is the impact climate change is having on our precious surface waters.
New Mexico and the greater West have transitioned from periodic droughts to long-term
aridification. Long-term aridification doesn’t just result in reduced snowpack, stream flow,
precipitation levels, and increased temperatures – it also results in degradation of our surface
water quality. Safeguarding the lifeblood of our communities by designating the Upper Pecos
watershed as Outstanding Waters is vital to sustaining our communities, culture, and traditional
farming and ranching, as ONRW designation is a meaningful regulatory tool for mitigating
climate change impacts.

El agua es vida. Thank you for your careful consideration of my comments.

Sincerely, 
Melissa Stoller 
505-690-5358

Melissa Stoller 
arasim@cybermesa.com 
1501 Bishops Lodge Road 
Tesuque, New Mexico 87506

mailto:arasim@cybermesa.com
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us




Water Quality Control Commission
1190 Saint Francis Drive
Suite # South 2102
Santa Fe NM 87505
Sent via email: Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us

Re: WQCC 21-51(R) – Upper Pecos Watershed Outstanding National Resource Water
Designation

Dear Commissioners,

I am joining with community members, local governments, farmers, ranchers, and water
conservation groups in urging the New Mexico Water Quality Control Commission to
protect 14 miles of the Pecos River and 162 miles of tributaries within the Pecos River
Watershed as Outstanding Waters under the Clean Water Act. I support the petition,
submitted by San Miguel County, Village of Pecos, New Mexico Acequia Association, Molino
de la Isla Organics, and Upper Pecos Watershed Association, to protect the Upper Pecos
Watershed, from Dalton Canyon upstream to the Wilderness Boundary.

The Upper Pecos is among New Mexico’s best (and last) cold-water fisheries and contains
some of the last remaining refuges for New Mexico’s native Rio Grande cutthroat trout. The
watershed also supports other endangered, threatened, or at-risk species and is home to
species with key economic and ecological significance, including the Rocky Mountain
bighorn, elk, mule deer, mountain lions, bobcats, and bald eagles.

Residents and communities in the area depend heavily on recreational tourism, and the
watershed supports recreational opportunities including hunting, angling, camping, and
hiking that support jobs in the community. The Outstanding National Resource Waters
(ONRW) designation will also protect the water that 55 acequias in the Upper Pecos
watershed and downstream communities depend on for clean flowing water to feed their
acequias and water their livestock.

The Upper Pecos Watershed is the ancestral homeland to the Pecos Pueblo, who still
consider the area culturally significant. The descendants of Spanish settlers also depend on
the region for traditional land-use practices. Outstanding Waters designation will protect
the waters without interfering with traditional land and water uses.

New Mexico is an arid state. Climate change is threatening our surface waters as warming
temperatures disrupt precipitation patterns and steadily diminish flows. Protecting
headwater streams and tributaries is one, robust, way to build resilience into our precious
rivers, prolonging water flow, supporting wildlife, maintaining acequia agricultural
practices and culture, and providing a basis for a strong outdoor recreation economy.

I urge you to designate all the nominated waters in the Upper Pecos Watershed as
Outstanding National Resource Waters.

mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us


Sincerely,

Monica A
Carol A Sassaman
Douglas Abbott
Fay Abrams
Connie Adler
Agnieszka Afelt
Kathryn Albrecht
Johnnie R Aldrich
Arthur Alfreds
Diane Alley
Melissa Amarello
Margaret Ambrosino
Charlene Anderson
Peter Anderson
JL Angell
Barbara Ann
Consuelo Annon
Maria Aragon
Nick Aragon
Victor Archuleta
Mary Arenivas
Hector Arias
Mina Ariel
Susan B Arkell
Barb Armstrong
Arnold R Atkins
Thomas D. Aubin
Susan W Aulde
Rudy Baca
Linda Baca
Sally Bachofer
Steve Bader
Kim Bailey
Kathy Baker
Leslie B. Barclay
Cyrena Barela
JUDITH BARON
Rubina Baros
Bruce Baskett
Angela Bates

Vernon Batty
Lenora Bealer
James Beall
Diane Beck
Alletta D.Belin
Margaret Bell
EVALYN S. BEMIS
Nena Benavidez
Karen Bender
Jo Ann Benenati
Julie Benites
Idaniel Benito
Leticia Benito
Judith Benkendorf
Risa Benson
Rhonda H Berger
Bo Bergstrom
Julie Birner
Mary Bissell
BROCK T BJORN
Tara R Bloyd
Karen Boehler
Melanie Booqua
Ana Borzha
Lisa Bowdey
Dixie Boyd
Ellen Bradbury Reid
David Breecker
Nodia Brent-Lux
Leslie Britt
Jamie Britt
Gary Brooker
John R Brown
Frances C Browne
Sarah brownrigg
Robert Brucejr
Ingrid Bucher
Paul Bunker
Johnny Burns
Geoffrey Butler

Yvonne Cady
Christopher N Calvert
Rob Camp
Mary Campbell
JUNE CAMPBELL
Christie Cannon
Terry Carlin
Christopher Carlsen
Shannon Caruso
Nelly Case
Linda Cassel
Andrea Castellanos
Judy Castillo
Dolores Castillo
Larry TT Caudill
Sylvia Cavazos
Gabriel Cebada
Olivia Cervantes
Beverly Chacon
Janis Chambers
Monique Chavez
Aria Chiodo
Janie Chodosh
Ronald J. Christ
Paul Chynoweth
Julie Chynoweth
Michael Cicchi
Casey Citrin
Jo Clemens
Marie Clements
Mkg Clemson
Curtis Clemson
Autumn Coffing
Douglas Cohen
Steve Cohen
Deborah Coker
J.V. Connors
Rachel Contreras
Deb H. Cookingham
Jackie Coombes



Judy Coons
Joseph Cooper
Carol Cooperrider
Cynthia Copeland
JC Corcoran
Vanya Costello
Kim Crickard
Jerry Cronin
Theresa Cull
JULIETTE M CUNICO
Gerri Curry
Annalisa V Cutler
Vincent Darley
Katherine Davie
Chase Davies
Tandera Davila
Bettina Davis
Peggy Davis
Alvin Davis
George de Garmo
Kirk Delaplaine
Bob Desmond
Susan Diaz
Rob H. Dickson
Rebecca Digman
Gay Dillingham
Nenad Dobra
Amanda Don
DALE D DOREMUS
Mary Drabbs
Timothy Duda
Willis Duff
Mary J Dulle
Pat Duncan
Gary Duncan
Tom Duncan
Douglas Dunkle
Gayle Eads
Kathleen Edwards
Veronica Egan
Becky Elmhorst
Melissa Elwell
Merlin Emrys

I. Engle
Dawn Evarts
Allison Fabara
Ron Faich
James C Faris
Sue Farrington
Tanya Field
Marlene Fischer
Robert Fischoff
Barbara A Fix
Cheryl Fleming
Janet Fletcher
Michael Flood
Claudia Floyd
Glenn Forrest
Kim Fowler
Lisa Franzen
Erik Fredrickson
Marsha Freeman
Constance French
Hugh Friedman
Evelyn Fuentes
PATRICIA FUHRBACH
Eiichi Fukushima
Valorie Furlano
Miriam Gagne
Val Galindo
Mitch Galli
Rachel Garcia
Cheryl Gardopee
Ilsa S garduno
Robert W. Garrett
Cynthia Gefvert
Pamela J. Geyer
Martin E Gilbert
Katie Gillis
Robert Gilman
Lorraine Gilmore
Peggy Medina Giltrow
George Ginsberg
Larry Gioannini
Larry Giron
Rita L. Glasscock

Gaetane Gonzales
Rudy Gonzales
Cipriano Gonzales
Aannette Gonzales
Annette Gonzales
Charles D Goodmacher
Arifa Goodman
Susan Gordon
Teresa Maria Goulão
Katherine Gould-Martin
Suzanne graham
Paige Grant
Dawn Greenfield
Rand L. greenfield
Janet Greenwald
Nona Lee Gregg
Stacy Grenier
Blair Grey
Becka Gribbins
Robert Guenther
Josalynn Guillen
Jana Gunnell
Efren Gutierrez
Karrie Guzman
Margaret L. Hadderman
Rhonda Haley
Gerry Hall
Laurie Hammer
Katherine Hannan
Craig Hansen
Jasper Hardesty
Bruce Harmon
MICHAEL G HARRISON
Susie Hart
Sherry Hayne
Robert A Hays
Oneita Henderson
George Henke
Huntley Hennessy
Andy Henry
Johnny Henry
Lorena Hernandez
Dave Herzog



Tren Hillis
MarielaHinojos
Janice Hoffman
Pamela Holbert
Emily Holcomb
Megan Holden
Dennis W Holland
Andre V Holmes
Susan L Homer
Jane Hood
Brian Hoover
Roxane Hopper
Carolyn Horne
Linda Howard
Jane Hull
Sandra H. Jackson
Caroline Jackson
Jessica Jakubanis
Roger Jannotta
Jesse Jaramillo
Dinah Jentgen
Charles E Jetty
Barbara Jimenez
Jennifer Johnson
Pat Jones
Shannon M Jones
Carly V. Jones
Jill Joseph
Julie Joyce
Georgia Jury
Carol L Kain
Tracy Kapple
Allon Kassel
Daisy Kates
S. Kay
Rosemary Keener
Meredith Keeton
Siri Kar Kaur Khalsa
NS Khalsa
Henry Kimbell
Gina Knepell
Nicholas E Knorr
Ray Knutson

Jane Koewing
Emmy M koponen
ROBERT J. KORBACH
Raleigh koritz
Scott Kovac
Kim Kresovich
Dawn Kromeke
Valerie Kropf
Jennifer Krueger
Brianna Kuhfal
Roger Kulp
Douglas S Kurtz
James Kwak
Jeff LaFlamme
Kerri Lakatos
Alana Lambear
Sandra Lambert
David Lapington
Scott Larson
Melissa Latham-Stevens
Courtney Latourrette
Vinton Lawrence
Chip Leavitt
Luis Ledezma
Elizabeth Lee
L Lefler
Elizabeth Lende
Barbara G Lenssen
Daniel Levenson
Steve Leyndyke
Carol Licini
John Liebson
PJ Liebson
Diana Lightmoon
Linda Lillow
Tami Linder
Kay Lockridge
Gary Loos
Dixie Lopez
Michael Lopez
Alice Lorenz
Johnny Lovato
Liza Lovato

Paula Lozar
Nikhil Lucas Kamat
Ramon Lucero
Christian Lucero
PC Ludi
Debra Lujan
Eileen Lujan
Edna Lusk
Catherine G Lynch
DR M
Sherri Machado
Diane MacInnes
Steve Mackey
Kelly Maclellan
Dr. Malcolm MacPherson
Mike Madden
Eric Mahler
Biene Maja
Michael Malone
Eileen R Mandel
Beverly Manuelito
Eugene Mariani
Dara Mark
Joan E Martinez
Richard Martinez
Bertha Martinez
Beatrice Martinez
Larry Martinez
Lorenzo Martinez
Nicki Marx
Max Mastellone
Steven Mayes
Susan Mayes
Angel McCarter
C McCoy
Jan C McCreary
Kim McCreery
David McDonald
Timothy McIntire
Christopher McLaren
Kelly McMahan
Cynthia McNamara
Sandra Mcnary



William Mee
Ellen Mellon
Andrew Merritt
Scott Messick
Teri Micco
Patricia Michaels
Ellen Middleditch
Matt Middleton
Michael Miller
Karen Milstein
Phil Milstein
Sean Minter
Gael Minton
Scotty Mitchell
Dorothy J Moloney
Avedon Montano
Angelica Montoya
Andrea Montoya
Victoria More
Ginger Morris
David Morrison
Ann Margaret Mumford
Billee D Mundorff
Janice Murphey
Candy Murphy
Virginia Myers
Joleen Myers
Harry Myers
Rebecca Nafey
Karen A Nakakihara
Patty Navarrete
Damie Nelson
Jessica Nelson
Nancy Neskauskas
Michael S New
Carilene Newby
Mary Lynne Newell
Anna Nguyen
Judith Novak
Ron Oakes
MacKenzie Oakes
Gary E Oakley
A. Obermeier

Chemen A Ochoa
Trisha Ochoa
James ODonnell
Peter Olson
Susan Omalley
Kester Oman
Rebecca Ornelas
Jolene Ortega
Robert Ortiz
Michael P
George R Packard
Mary Palmer
Diane L Paolazzi
Gordon Parker III
Jocelyn Parris
George Parrish
Marilyn Patterson
Virgil Pauls
Roger Peirce
Catherine Penick
Freda Perez
Rachel Phillips
Sibylle Mo Pieters
Franklin Pinto
Carol W. Pittman
Stephen Poland
Debbie Polnaszek
Linda Popelish
Paige Porter
Suzanne Prescott
Joseph Priego
Joanna Prukop
Mayra Quezada
Carol Quick
ANNA QUILLMAN
Donna Quintana
Vera Quintela
Caroline Rackley
Kayla Rader
Richard Raelian
Lilia Ramirez
Michael Ramon
Katherine Ranck

Sandy rasich
Jessica Rath
Deborah W Reade
Eugenia Redding
Paul F Reed
Nettie Reed
Mike Reitz
Emily Renfro
Lashae Reynolds
Joanne Rhodes
Yvonne Ricard
Daniel Richards
Mark Richmond
Roberta Richter
Michele Rightley
William B Riker
Ada Rippberger
Mieka S Ritsema
Robert Robbins
Patricia Roberts
Tajeer Robinson
Leon Rodriquez
Douglas Rogers
Geraldine Rohrkemper
Anne Romanow
Elizabeth Romero
Janet Romero
Ken Romero
Timothy Romero
Pete Romero
George Romero
Bryan Romkey
Gibert Ronquillo
Chispas Root
David P Rose
Rebecca Rose
Susan Rose
Adrienne E. Ross
Robert Rowe
Jessica Rubio
Nicole Rupp
Janet M Ruth
Brenda rutz-susman



Emmet Ryan
Carrie Ryan
Ruth Sabiers
Denise Saccone
Angelica Salazar
Miranda Salazar
David Sanchez
Jacqueline Sanchez
Timmy Sanchez
Jose Sandoval
Carlos Santistevan
Carol A. Sassaman
Teresa Savedra
Sakshi Sawant
David Sawyer
Tim Scalzone
E Scantlebury
Stephen A Schmidt
Linda Schmidt
Judy Schneider
Victor schultz
Wallace Schultz
Marguerite Scott
Kula Ellison v. Second
Judith A. Sellars
Lasita Shalev
Wendy Shaul
Patricia Sheely
Charles R Shelly
Gillian Sherwood
Arlene Sheyka
Donald Shires
Barbara E. Shires
Kathy Shores
Allen Shugart
Jocelyn Sice
Anne Marie Silva
Audrianna Silva
Amanda Silverberg
Carolyn SIMMONS
Pat Simons
Allan Sindelar
Norman Singer

Doreen Siracusano
Richard Sisneros
Norma Skinner
Stacie L Slay
Charlotte A Smith
Rosemary Smith
Gill M. sorg
Roger C Southward
Alvin Spacht
Laura Spain
Vicki E. Spanogle
Jon spar
DeEtte Spence
Kathleen Stanton
Dorothy Starr
Sari H. Stein
Carmon L Steven
Thomas A. Stewart
Sarah Stewart
Rex Stockwell
Barbara Jane Stone
Deborah Stowe
Adele Strasser
Dianne Stromberg
Signe stuart
Maura Studie
Susan Styer
Rebecca M Summer
Judith Svihla
Daphne Swancutt
Susan Sylvester
Caroline Szalay
Gail Szpatura
Dennis Tapley
Larry Taramasco
Ann Teitelbaum
Diana Thatcher
John R Thayer
Dan Thomas
Bird Thompson
Robert Thornton
Kathryn Tijerina
Neriah Tijerina

Brenda Tims
Janis Todhunter
Melinda J. Tossani
Stephen Townsend
C. Townsend
John Traceski
Jacqueline Trevizo
Joshua Trillo
Angie True
Charles Trujillo
DANIEL TU
Ann Ellen Tuomey
Brooke Tuthill
Audrey Urbano
JoAnn V. Bethel
Amanda Vallejos
Susan van note
Linda Vanwart
Thomas Vargas
Stephanie Varoz
Kareyl Vatlestad
Adrian Velasquez
Susan M Verkamp
Patricia Victour
Carol Vigil
Raquel Vigilarmijo
Zoe Viles
Atanasio Villalobos
Oscar Villalobos
Philip Virgil
Wendy Volkmann
Maryse Vrambout
Doretha Waites
Rebecca H. Walding
Joe Ward
Darren Warren
Johnson Washburn
L. Watchempino
Christopher Watson
David Waymire
Carol Weinreich
Robert Wells
Jason White



Jon Whitsell
Anne Heath Widmark
Leslie Wilbur
L.L. Wilkinson
Brent Wille
Susan Willoughby
B Wimberly
Glenn Wohl
Betsy E Wolf
Jon Wolfe
Rachelle Woods
Lola Woolf
James Wright
Charles Wright
Michelle Wrobel
Margo Wyse
Gina Yates
Larry Yazzie
Shawna Ybarra
Johnny Young
Solisa Zamora
Teri Zierer
Christopher Zubiate
Laureen Zunner



Good afternoon Commissioners - my name is Fred Ellis and I 
thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Pecos 
Outstanding Waters Petition. 
 
I was born and raised in Santa Fe and still live there with my wife, 
Barbara. Our son and daughter were also born and raised in 
Santa Fe.  
 
My whole life, my family and I have enjoyed many excursions to 
the upper Pecos River and its tributaries. These trips included 
fishing, backpacking, and picnicking. As my parents grew older, 
we made day trips to celebrate Mother’s & Father’s day and 
birthdays. It was a time when everyone could enjoy the sights, 
sounds, and smells of the clear rushing waters of the upper Pecos 
River canyon. 
 
It was a real pleasure to see the delight and wonder on my 
children’s faces upon catching their first fish and then to see these 
same two as teenagers engaged in their high school science 
projects evaluating water quality on the Pecos and Rio Grande 
rivers. These are the sort of opportunities that should be 
preserved for future generations. 
 
I would also like to share with the Commission the following 
comment on behalf of my mother, who is 96 years old. 
 
(pause) 
 
Our family has loved and used the Pecos going back for hundreds 
of years. Indeed, the Pecos has sustained people for thousands 



of years. My late husband grew up horse-back riding and camping 
throughout the Pecos and I know how much he would want to see 
it protected now. My eldest son went on his first camping trip at 18 
months old near Jack’s creek, in a place we always called Cow 
Creek. Whatever can be done to help save this place, should be 
done. It’s God’s creation and to let it get destroyed would be truly 
heartbreaking.  
 
(pause) 
 
This is what my mother wanted to communicate to the 
Commission and thank you for also hearing her comment. 
 
In summary, we believe it is crucial to protect the current 
outstanding water quality in the upper Pecos Watershed, 
including all the nominated tributaries. This ensures all these 
waters can be enjoyed by my grandchildren and their families, 
New Mexico citizens, and visitors from all over the world. 
 
We strongly support the petition that nominates waters in the 
Upper Pecos Watershed as Outstanding National Resource 
Waters. 
 
Thank you again 

Tuesday, April 12th 5pm (Log into the meeting 5 minutes prior) 

Link to Hearing: https://nmed-oit.webex.com/nmed-
oit/j.php?MTID=m3703c9883544d95524c978e7792711a6 

Meeting number: 2453 489 2613  

Meeting password: m5RyMJYPP93  

To join by phone: +1-415-655-0001; Access code: 2453 489 2613 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://nmed-oit.webex.com/nmed-oit/j.php?MTID%3Dm3703c9883544d95524c978e7792711a6&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw2Hd4-7QgkQImt5EbO6N8sK
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://nmed-oit.webex.com/nmed-oit/j.php?MTID%3Dm3703c9883544d95524c978e7792711a6&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw2Hd4-7QgkQImt5EbO6N8sK
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From: Sharon McNeil
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2022 10:25:10 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Sharon McNeil 
svol501@yahoo.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:svol501@yahoo.com
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=user60c360fd


From: Jon Weaver
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Friday, April 8, 2022 10:43:56 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Jon Weaver 
jonsweaver@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:jonsweaver@gmail.com
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=user60c360fd


. **

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The Upper Pecos Watershed supports a
rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias, and other traditional uses all of which depend on
clean water. Thanks in large measure to a long history of respect and stewardship among those
who call the area home, most of the waters of the Upper Pecos Watershed remain clean and
healthy today. Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood
of our communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future
generations.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

Sincerely,

The Our New Mexico Waters Coalition
[695 Signatures of New Mexico Residents Follow on Subsequent Pages]

April 8, 2022



Signer Zip Code
1 Houser, Melissa 87501
2 BRADBURY, DAVID 87501
3 Toal, Russell 87505
4 light, leighanna 87557
5 Torres, Rosa rio 87505
6 Chagaris, Ted 87505
7 Potter, Carl 87004
8 Wolf, Betsy 87529
9 Christ, Ronald 87506

10 Davis, Stephen 87540
11 Murray, Ann 87010
12 Holmes, Morgan 87048
13 Richardson, Harry 87801
14 Wilkinson, L. L. 87571
15 Hall, Deborah L. 27121
16 Jones, Yohanna 87544
17 Lewnes, Alexia 87506
18 Stamatov, Suzanne 87507
19 Sonnier, Frank 87047
20 RuhI, Thomas 87124
21 Farkash, Stephen 87144
22 Hergenradet, Alice 87505
23 Covell Troncoso, Lori 87144
24 Rodriguez, Ana 87507
25 weaver, carol 87571
26 Rodriguez, Timothy 87552
27 Nassiri, Homa 97007
28 Gibson, Robert 87505
29 Filemyr, Kathryn 87508
30 Vigil, Carol 87532
31 Luna, RC 87502
32 Fans, James C 87505

33 Crews, Jonathan 87501
34 Malcom, Cherry 87046
35 Kyd, Janice 87507
36 Messick, Scott 87557
37 Sebastian, Niki 87745
38 stuart, signe 87508
39 Samaniego, Robert 27505
40 Kast, Gigi 87582
41 Mares, Samuel 87505
42 Widmark, Anne 27501



43 Gabrielle, Maria $7508
44 Johnson, Lee 87540
45 Lippard, Lucy 87540
46 Quail, Kevin 87043
47 Suiits, Alan 87505
48 Khalsa, NS 87552
49 Benak, Mark $7107
50 HACKLER, TERI 87505
51 Sita, Susan 87507
52 Mueller, Rebecca 87527
53 Anderson, Allen 87508
54 MacPherson, Dr. Malcolm 87505
55 staddon, dayni 87505
56 Sabo, Sally 87505
57 Bayne, Linn 87556
58 Calvert, Chris 87501
59 Mee, William 87507
60 Singdahlsen, Paul 87505
61 Livermore, Susan 87560
62 Bolton, Linda 87122
63 Dickerson, Joan 87507
64 Stith, Charles 88401
65 Seltzer, Judith 87505
66 Bonura, Larry 87532
67 Berger, Rhonda 87532
68 Houser, Donald $7501
69 Marino, Norma 87505
70 Benkendort, Judith 87501
71 Ambrose, Hollie 27507
72 Ossorgin, Tina 87508
73 Leibowitz, Ariel $7506
74 Covelli, Robert 87507
75 Max, Patricia 86322
76 Williams, Willie 87124
77 Neilsen, Catherine 87048
78 Spross, Thomas 87048
79 Wraye, Cameron 87507
80 Salabak, Kristina 87506
$1 Thamert, Rev. Glen 87025
82 Del Valle, Elaine 87505
83 Lee, Lynn 87501
84 Darnell, Wayne 87507
85 Kovac, Sally 87718



86 Almirol, Lorene 87532
87 Swyden, Barbara 87124
88 LeBlanc, Edward 87501
89 Greer, Lucy 87507
90 StClaire, Kamerin 87508
91 Bagwell, John 87505
92 Ochoa, Chemen 87508
93 McCarthy, Robert M. McCarthy 87501
94 Kitson, Andrea 87144
95 Branch, Frances 87012
96 Scantlebury, E 85615
97 Glasscock, Rita 87507
98 Thomson, Christopher 87560
99 Joyce, Julie 87501

100 Demers, Michele 87508
101 moore, tern 87507
102 Holmes, Lucy 87529
103 Enson, Beth 87514
104 Hergenrader, Geoffry $7505
105 pordes, steven 87548
106 Gutierrez, Patrick $7507
107 Paris, Jennifer $7556
108 Swinney, William $7508
109 Milstein, Karen and Phil 87506
110 Steinbrecher, Klaus 87710
111 Fry, Steven 87571
112 schultz, victor 87124
113 Toledo, Joseph 87024
114 Johnson, Amber 87505
115 Neal, Tracy 87505
116 BOOKER, JOHN 87701
117 Hughes, Ken 87507
118 Collins, Stacey 8704$
119 Ross, Franklin 80134
120 Furlano, Valorie 87701
121 king, nancy $7501
122 Buchser, Linda $7501
123 Matta, Kathleen 87502
124 Brent, Nodiah 87505
125 Gardopée, Cheryl 87505
126 Meade, Michael 87505
127 Smith, Suzanne 87507
128 Kennedy, Joanna 87507



129 Darling, Roxanne 87508
130 White, Patricia 87508
131 Bacon, Bren 88061
132 Dveirin, Gordon 87506
133 Baca, Rita 85015
134 Gaskin, Adele 87048
135 Brownrigg, Joseph W. 87507
136 Trachtman, Paul 87501
137 Shaw, Susan 87114
138 Belknap,Ty 87043
139 Khalsa, Datta 80907
140 Holmes, Allyson 87121
141 Gordon, Janis 87501
142 Skinner, Norma 87124
143 Espinoza, Thomas 87701
144 Ludutsky-Taylor,Tina 87508
145 DeBonis, Donna 87533
146 Chodosh,Janie 87501
147 Leahy, Christian 87505
148 Romero, Jimmy 87121
149 Messick, Scott 87557
150 Hanson, David 87122
151 Starr, Dorothy 87501
152 Stange-WahI, Louise 87015
153 Kenyon, Gregory 87582
154 Wilder, Denise 27567
155 Henzerling, Julia 85251
156 Todd, Linda 87571
157 Shuey, Chris 87121
158 Garland, Anne 87508
159 Puentes, Yolanda $7124
160 Rutkaus, Christina $7514
161 Scott, Jeannette $7505
162 Burke, Colleen 27504
163 Johnson, Alicia 87507
164 McIntosh, Susan 87571
165 Anderson, Mary 85719
166 Mayes, Steven and Susan $7502
167 Budge, Alexander 87510
168 Eriksson, Diane 87529
169 mattocks, linda $7505
170 HERBERT, WILLIAM $7505
171 Andrzejewski, Thomas $7124



172 Deason, Jude 87505
173 LAWRENCE, NANCY 87124
174 Griffin, Arlene 87501
175 Renteria, Christina 87501
176 Keyser, Sybik 87048
177 Castillo, Faustina 87031
178 Zaxus, Gwendolyn 87010
179 deborhegyi, i 87505
180 Hergenrader, Geoffry 87505
181 Velasquez, Howard 87711
182 Bronowicz, Lisa 87507
183 Zagone, Dean 87102
184 Cobb, Abraham 87508
185 Del Valle, Elaine 87505
186 Jeske, Henry 87122
187 Bailey-White, Brenda 87112
188 gangwere, bandit 97229
189 Corning, Gregory 87506
190 Baker, Diana 87505
191 Treat, Joseph 27507
192 Wilkinson, L. L. 87571
193 Morrison, Lowell 87015
194 Novak, Martha 87108
195 Howard, Linda 87002
196 Castillo, Liliana 87008
197 roberts, les 87569
198 Callen, Peter 87043
199 Sands, Dee 87401
200 Sands, Dee 87401
201 McNalI, Shirley 87410
202 Sperling, Linda 27507
203 Scantlebury, E 85615
204 Weinteich, Carol 87059
205 Joseph, Cynthia 87111
206 Buchser, Linda 27501
207 Holcomb, Emily 87111
208 Abbott, Becky 87507
209 Baltz, Anna Baltz 87110
210 Dunkle, Douglas 87552
211 Nielsen, Nathan 87043
212 Sabo, Paul 87830
213 Reed, Paul 87514
214 ORTEGA, MARK 89123



215 Cooley, Lota lee $7120
216 Romkey, Bryan 87144
217 Cookingham, Deb H 88061
218 ter Bruggen, Emanuela $7104
219 Peirce, Susan $7506
220 Traceski, John 87108
221 Love, Charlie $7508
222 Wyse, Margo 88049
223 Windisch, Betsy 87301
224 van Hartesveldt, Eric 87301
225 AlIred, Frances 87571
226 Snowden, Janet 87501
227 Fontaine, Jama 87111
228 Ochoa, Chemen 87508
229 vrambout, maryse 87501
230 Stevens, Staci 87508
231 Lippard, Lucy 87540
232 Sunde Jr, Robert J 87124
233 Berger, Rhonda 87532
234 Spanogle,Vicki 87059
235 Thayer, John $7712
236 Snowden, Janet $7501
237 Conwell, Douglas 87504
238 ONeill, James 87501
239 d, mary 87508
240 Cullen, Bernard 87015
241 Quail, Kevin 87043
242 Miller, Michael 87567
243 Baca, Rudy 87120
244 Villademoros, Joel 87047
245 Engle, I. 88352
246 Walch, Mark 87154
247 Wiseman, Elizabeth 87505
248 Gacha, Cindy 87144
249 Camp, Rob 87507
250 Takeshita, Gail 87505
251 amstutz, anita 87108
252 rice, elizabeth 87508
253 Zalewski, Harry 88101
254 VrMeer, Janice 87502
255 Southward, Roger 87043
256 Phipps, Randy 87059
257 McKinnon, Gloria R. 87507



258 Tarbet, Shari 87120
259 Jirgens, Erik 88030
260 Morgan, Samantha 87105
261 EweIl, Bernard 87508
262 SIMPSON, OSCAR 87107
263 Goede, Barbara $7505
264 Foster, Dawn 87043
265 Hacker, Gloria 88011
266 Glasscock, Rita 27507
267 KuIp, Roger 87108
268 Boehler, Karen 88201
269 Eggers, Elke 87112
270 Hyde, Don 87301
271 Woodward, Nancy 87505
272 Schlessinger, David 87506
273 Rose, Rebecca 88011
274 Quick, Carol 87401
275 Wells, Tom 87043
276 Wimberly, B 87008
277 Stout, Sarah 87505
278 Jentgen, Dinah 88011
279 Fry, Bonnye 88310
280 Waquie, Chrissie 87110
281 Striegel, Ruth 87109
282 Naranjo, Laura 87120
283 Anthony, Nina 87564
284 McCartney, Ann 87031
285 Alpuche, Rose 87501
286 Nelson, Stephen 87552
287 Joiner, Sue $7107
288 Ttigg, John 78669
289 Nelson, Peggy 87564
290 OHara, Dolly 87505
291 Law, Lisa 87505
292 Gibson, Lisa 87111
293 Nielsen, Nathan 87043
294 Stewart, Laura $7506
295 Tidwell, Melinda $7506
296 Dunkle, Douglas $7552
297 BOOKER, JOHN 87701
298 Reeder, Terry 87508
299 Olson, Joel 87501
300 Castillo, Candice 87507



301 Berger, Rhonda 27532
302 Meade, Michael $7505
303 Downs, DeeDee $7505
304 Pham, Lang Ha 87122
305 Sammons, Nina $9007
306 Pham, Lang Ha 87122
307 Rowe, Marvin 87501
308 Bacon, David $7501
309 cook, sandria $7048
310 MARSH, GAYLE 87508
311 viles, zoe 87505
312 Scantlebury, E 85615
313 cutcheon, geoffrey 87527
314 Reindle, Robin 87552
315 Gilbert, Bill $7010
316 Victour, Patricia $7507
317 Burd, Lynda 87582
318 Davison, Michael 87508
319 Reed, Paul 87514
320 Khalsa, Datta 80907
321 Khalsa, Datta 80907
322 Felix, Andrea 87501
323 Lawler, Harriette 87025
324 RuhI, Tom 87124
325 Black, Brittni 87109
326 Eliason, Polly 87505
327 Wood, David 87508
328 Coleman, Sharon 87112
329 Liebson, John and Pj 87508
330 Evans, Steven 87144
331 Marx, Nicki 87571
332 Otto, Chris 87501
333 Cohen, Ana 87505
334 Koziol,Julianne 87557
335 Koziol, Julia nne 87557
336 Altman, Magda 87505
337 boutilier, mark 87505
338 Gutierrez, Patrick 87507
339 OBrien, Ana 87701
340 Brant, Sally 87532
341 Wheeler, Sandra 87401
342 Karsteadt, Kris 88012
343 Pearson, Bruce 87501



344 Baker, Diana 87505
345 Paul, Richard 88012
346 Davy, Lynne 87508
347 Parcells, Julie 87508
348 Strasser, Adele 87507
349 Khalsa, N5 87552
350 Gordon, Susan 87508
351 MIZICKO, Adam 87047
352 Kast, Gigi 87582
353 Baker, Marcia $7507
354 Denney, Margaret $7505
355 Sisneros, Richard 87501
356 Pascal, Robin $7015
357 Ryan, Teresa $7507
358 McDonald, Carol $7517
359 Ziskind, Prashant $7507
360 Lavdie, Juanita $7571
361 Hoerig, Gudrun $7505
362 Wanenmacher, Erika 87505
363 Cohen, Seth B 87501
364 Wolf, John 87501
365 MacPherson, Dr. Malcolm $7505
366 Costellol, Maureen 87535
367 Kanter, Kerry 87505
368 Bennett-Cumming, Russell $7010
369 Michaels, Patricia 87506
370 Wilkinson, CL. 87571
371 Osgood, Thomas 87505
372 Johnson, Carol $7535
373 Mee, William 87507
374 Booth, Douglas 87535
375 Taylor, Julie 87104
376 stuart, signe 87508
377 lopez, Anna belle 87522
378 Salisbury, Jean 87535
379 Messick, Scott $7557
380 Petrokubi, Anne 87571
381 Paris, Jennifer $7556
382 Ramon, Michael $7106
383 Reinstein, Roberta 87048
384 Dratch, Diane 8750$
385 Allen, Bennie 91423
386 Allen, Bennie 91423



387 Beauchamp, Ann 87505
388 prince, victoria 87513
389 Ryan, Natasha 87535
390 Lightmoon, Diana 87508
391 Rose, Karyn 87535
392 Doughman, Connie 87540
393 Burks, Tommy 87551
394 Doughman, Connie 87540
395 Rodriguez, Jackie 87124
396 Burroughs, Karen 87120
397 Valerio, Sarah 88001
398 OConnor, Brent 87505
399 Brandenburg, kathleen 87507
400 Shaw, Susan 87114
401 Richmond, Linda 8750$
402 Young, Landon 87501
403 Dodge, Michael 87506
404 Hetem, Judith 87571
405 Bundesen, Lynne 87507
406 Bourdet, Penelope 87507
407 Difani, Ella 87110
408 Merchant, Mike 88061
409 Greer, Lucy 87507
410 Mitchell, Harold 87535
411 Yarbrough, Mara 87508
412 Sawina, Jane $7048
413 Bruce, William 87552
414 Garcia, Jeanette 87106
415 Galligan, Patrick 87731
416 McDade, Mary 87124
417 McDade, Michael 87124
418 Mehrl, Julie 87002
419 Gaffikin, Lynne 87501
420 Burgess, Maggie 87043
421 JACQUES, SUSAN 87505
422 Darling, Roxanne 87508
423 Schultz, David 87507
424 Maez, Ricardo $7552
425 Maez, Ricardo 87552
426 Dogruel, sharon 87506
427 Denton, Renee 87552
428 Denton, Neal 87552
429 Denton, Ozella $7552



430 Gordon, Sandra 87508
431 Denton, Zeniya 87552
432 Carnes, Melinda $7552
433 Singdahlsen, Paul 87505
434 Blair, Bob 87513
435 Smith, karen $7144
436 Corradino, Lisa 87010
437 Phillips, Raymond 87124
438 Bissell, Mary $7144
439 Cardona, Jacqueline 87501
440 Jackson, Linda 87507
441 Belletto, Patricia $7108
442 Main, Rhonda 87573
443 Priddy, Brenda 87535
444 MacGillivray, Melanie 87505
445 Furgason, Katherine 87538
446 Scripter, Maxine 87002
447 Furgason, Katherine 87538
448 Singer, Leona $7109
449 Rounds, John 87505
450 Maloot,Tamara 87505
451 morgenstern, Steven 87507
452 daboub, deborah 87505
453 Gordon, Kalalea 87505
454 Hassemer,Santana 87535
455 ALLISON, JUDITH 87552
456 Barudin, Ann 87122
457 Madrid, Abel $7552
458 Zawadzki, Lisa $7106
459 Ornelas, Patsy 87507
460 Rothwell, Terry 87508
461 Chodosh,Janie 87501
462 Pinsky, Ellen 87059
463 Lujan, Justin 87535
464 yamutewa, Dale 87121
465 Furiga, Steven 87508
466 Rosener, Eric 27507
467 Booth, Doug 87535
468 Quirante, Elizabeth 87505
469 Johnson, Bett 87535
470 Salisbury, Joel 87535
471 Shine, Stephanie 87044
472 Killoy, Anne 87507



473 McAlister, Pat 27552
474 McAlister, Nancy 27552
475 DeWitt, Ellen $7562
476 Tozzi, Dale 27701
477 Galvan Rodriguez, Odilia 87043
478 Battaglia, Mia $7552
479 Benavidez, Debra 27552
480 Benavidez, Telesfor $7552
481 Benavidez, Manuel $7552
482 Wimberly, B 87008
483 Trego, Elizabeth $7121
484 Sullivan, Jo Ann 87535
485 Chew, Annie 87501
486 Goodfellow, Shaun 87505
487 PEARSON, REBECCA 87505
488 Milstein, Karen 87506
489 Milstein, Phil 87506
490 Gordon, Eda 87505
491 Dean, Willard $7535
492 Marquez, Annie 87508
493 Forloney, Bethany 87505
494 Hall, Daniel 87535
495 Trujillo, Teresa 87505
496 Summers, Carrie 81328
497 Grey, Blair 87552
498 Riese, Jane 87544
499 Yanish, Jill 87144
500 Helvey, Christopher 87505
501 Bretting, John $7002
502 Owen, Caroline 87506
503 Hawkins, Ellie 87505
504 Aman, Jacob 87507
505 Kikel, Charlotte 87508
506 Hudson, Rosie 87552
507 Hoerig, Gudrun 87505
50$ Pace, Edie $7507
509 Ellis, Laurence $7505
510 Du Rivage, Jeanne 87507
511 Hanasack, John 87505
512 Macquarrie, Mela 87505
513 Hudson, Joel 87552
514 King, Eddie 87552
515 Vargas, Valentine 87552



516 Jeanie, Cameron-Tanuz 27565
517 Abrams, Janice 27508
518 Fisher, Kristina 87501
519 Pearl, Lyle 27552
520 Pearl, Lyle 87552
521 Rose, Karyn 87535
522 Jouppi, Diane 87120
523 Shipp, Austin 87505
524 Post, Andrew 87565
525 Reese, John 88325
526 Ulibarri, Manny 87552
527 Klix, Kevin 87507
528 King, Chris 87106
529 Holmes, Brian 87514
530 Mackey, Justin 87507
531 staveley, Anne 87501
532 Bates, Rita 87505
533 Henley, Corina 87535
534 AIbillar, Alexes 88001
535 Martinez, Nicole 87560
536 Minton, Cole 64150
537 Hoskins, Mann 80222
538 Sverre-Harrell, Sawyer 87504
539 Vickers, Curt 87571
540 Carlock, Mary 87552
541 Warren, Shelley 87508
542 Moss, Laurence A. G. 87505
543 Barnes, Robert 87552
544 Barnes, Katherine 87552
545 sasser,jarrett 87501
546 Dunkle, Douglas 87552
547 Ransom, James 87507
548 Priddy, Brenda 87535
549 Jones, Joe 87508
550 Griesemer, Paul $7573
551 Aranda, Alex 87505
552 Greer, Lucy 87507
553 sasser, jarrett 87501
554 Lopez, Manuel 87507
555 EhIe, Donna 87504
556 MackIln, Michael 87701
557 Peirce, Susan 87506
558 Hoika, Lillian 87701



559 Black, Lynn 87124
560 Stevens, Judith $7507
561 Paolazzi, Diane 87505
562 Mills, Sara $7106
563 Arnold, Anna 87535
564 Drobeck, Susan 87574
565 Grunberg, Alexander $7513
566 Rudd, Michael 87107
567 Stewart, Laura 87506
568 Bell, Margaret 87107
569 Smith, Pamela $7510
570 Bomhoft, Alicia 87571
571 A Sassaman, Carol 88041
572 gilkyson, eliza 87514
573 gilkyson, eliza 87514
574 Goodman, Arifa 87564
575 Kurtz, Sharon 87122
576 Blair, Laurence $7513
577 Bar-Giora, Nina 87557
578 Lear, Kirsten 87505
579 Brooker, Gary 87501
580 Ulibarri, Ross 87571
581 Flood, Michael 87710
582 Wolford, Sally 87104
583 Reda, Patricia 87015
584 Brown, Sarah 87083
585 Reda, Patricia $7015
586 Milstein, Karen 87506
587 Ulibarri, Kristin 87571
588 Baca, Esperanza 87552
589 Chiocchio, Esha 87507
590 Luehrmann, Paul 87501
591 Stone, Robert 87552
592 waterman, susan 98320
593 Jebsen, Mary 87505
594 Salopek, Debra $7510
595 Thompson, Carrie 87577
596 Follingstad, Gretel 80301
597 Hyde, Steve 87504
598 Stakun, June 87557
599 Yocum, Glenn 87571
600 Fedders, Goose 87552
601 Schnell,Tres 87501



602 schott, alexandra 87501
603 Carlson, Cristina 87501
604 Bell, Susan 87594
605 Reilly, Kevin 87508
606 Enrietta, Jeana 87501
607 Sanchez, Pablo 87507
608 Doak, Elizabeth 87106
609 Sanchez, Phillip 87505
610 Roberts, Leah 87552
611 Doino, Mary 87552
612 Klingel, Jon 87505
613 Cassiliano, Flora 87560
614 Seamster, Teresa 87508
615 Miller, Nancy 87501
616 Romero, Irene T. 87552
617 B lies, Mary Helen 87502
618 Foschi, Patricia 87505
619 Fox, Charles 87505
620 Thacher, Aija 87114
621 Reilly, Kevin 87508
622 Sammons, Nina 89007
623 roberts, les 87569
624 Leavitt, Leslie 88011
625 Sweetman, Andrew 87106
626 Smith, Katrina 87105
627 kellstedt, lyman 87507
628 Love, Jennifer 88030
629 Knight, Robert 8750$
630 Peirce, Susan 87506
631 Seth, evelyn 87505
632 Ochoa, Chemen 87508
633 H., C. 87198
634 Gonzalez, Katherine 87108
635 Gonzalez, Katherine 8710$
636 Goodman, Arifa 87564
637 Engle, I. 88352
638 Marion, Carol 87114
639 Heffernan, Ryan 87501
640 Tanis, Jonathan 87102
641 Laendle, Monika $7535
642 Button, Pat 87110
643 Rippberger, Ada 87104
644 Rudnick, Steven 87594



645 Grady, Cynthia 27107
646 Rothman, Emily 27110
647 fried, margo 87830
648 fried, margo 27830
649 Tumblety, Julie 87701
650 White, Tyler 87106
651 Clementson, Harriett 27043
652 Schiffmiller, Gary 87505
653 Riege, Carolyn 87530
654 Fischoff, Robert 88062
655 Vordermark, Jonathan 87557
656 Turner, Barbara $7530
657 earle, ken 87508
658 Ellis, Barbara 87505
659 Payne, Kenneth 87111
660 KUHN, ROBERT 88011
661 CUNICO,JULIEUE 87106
662 Burns, Chris 87510
663 Khalsa, Simran 87532
664 Wilson, James 87110
665 Page Jr., Lawrence 87111
666 Hickerson, James 8700$
667 Aragon, Maria 88310
668 Ricketts, Anthony 87502
669 Williams, Barry 87571
670 Berish, Joan 87047
671 Reaber, Doug 87111
672 Hammack, David 87043
673 Wheeler, Sandra $7401
674 Schmidt, Stephen 87507
675 Cameron, Debra 27015
676 Lear, Kirsten 87505
677 ernst, scott 87535
678 Allen, Aaron 87108
679 Lockridge, Kay 87505
680 Batty, Vernon 88047
681 Oliveri, Joan 87124
682 Urbano MD FACEP, Audrey 87529
683 Taylor, Lindsay 87535
684 Spratley, Anya 87111
685 Nakigan, Mary 87105
686 phelps, Janice 87583
687 Talbot, Thomas 88021



688 Gallard, Ken $7514
689 Little, Ivy 87571
690 Sa’an, Lane 87035
691 miller, bill $7552
692 Monson, Todd 87112
693 smallwood,Joey 87535
694 Aragon, Maria 88310
695 Wilkinson, L. L. 87571



Water Quality Control Commission
1190 Saint Francis Drive
Suite # South 2102
Santa Fe NM 87505
Sent via email: Pamela.Jones(östate.nm. cis

Re: WQCC 21-51(R) - Upper Pecos Watershed Outstanding National Resource Water
Designation

Dear Commissioners,

I am joining with community members, local governments, farmers, ranchers, and water
conservation groups in urging the New Mexico Water Quality Control Commission to
protect 14 miles of the Pecos River and 162 miles of tributaries within the Pecos River
Watershed as Outstanding Watets under the Clean Water Act. I support the petition,
submitted by San Miguel County, Village of Pecos, New Mexico Acequia Association, Molino
de Ia Isla Organics, and Upper Pecos Watershed Association, to protect the Upper Pecos
Watershed, from Dalton Canyon upstream to the Wilderness Boundary.

The Upper Pecos is among New Mexico’s best (and last) cold-water fisheries and contains
some of the last remaining refuges for New Mexico’s native Rio Grande cutthroat trout. The
watershed also supports other endangered, threatened, or at-risk species and is home to
species with key economic and ecological significance, including the Rocky Mountain
bighorn, elk, mule deei; mountain lions, bobcats, and bald eagles.

Residents and communities in the area depend heavily on recreational tourism, and the
watershed supports recreational opportunities including hunting, angling, camping, and
hiking that support jobs in the community. The Otitstanding National Resource Waters
(ONRW) designation will also protect the water that 55 acequias in the Upper Pecos
watershed and downstream communities depend on for clean flowing water to feed their
acequias and water their livestock.

The Upper Pecos Watershed is the ancestral homeland to the Pecos Pueblo, who still
consider the area culturally significant. The descendants of Spanish settlers also depend on
the region for traditional land-use practices. Outstanding Waters designation will protect
the waters without interfering with traditional land and water uses.

New Mexico is an arid state. Climate change is threatening our surface waters as warming
temperatures disrupt precipitation patterns and steadily diminish flows. Protecting
headwater streams and tributaries is one, robust, way to build resilience into our precious
rivers, prolonging water flow, supporting wildlife, maintaining acequia agricultural
practices and culture, and providing a basis for a strong outdoor recreation economy.

I urge you to designate all the nominated waters in the Upper Pecos Watershed as
Outstanding National Resource Waters.



Sincerely,

Monica A Vernon Batty Yvonne Cady
Carol A Sassaman Lenora Bealer Christopher N Calvert
Douglas Abbott James Beau Rob Camp
Fay Abrams Diane Beck Mary Campbell
Connie Adler Alletta D.Belin JUNE CAMPBELL
Agnieszka Afelt Margaret Bell Christie Cannon
Kathryn Albrecht EVALYN S. BEMIS Terry Carlin
Johnnie RAldrich Nena Benavidez Christopher Carisen
Arthur Aifreds Karen Bender Shannon Caruso
Diane Alley Jo Ann Benenati Nelly Case
Melissa Amarello Julie Benites Linda Cassel
Margaret Ambrosino Idaniel Benito Andrea Castellanos
Charlene Anderson Leticia Benito Judy Castillo
Peter Anderson Judith Benkendorf Dolores Castillo
JL Angell Risa Benson Larry TT Caudill
Barbara Ann Rhonda H Berger Sylvia Cavazos
Consuelo Annon Bo Bergstrom Gabriel Cebada
Maria Aragon Julie Birner Olivia Cervantes
Nick Aragon Mary Bissell Beverly Chacon
Victor Archuleta BROCK T BJORN Janis Chambers
Mary Arenivas Tara R Bloyd Monique Chavez
Hector Arias Karen Boehier Aria Chiodo
Mina Ariel Melanie Booqua )anie Chodosh
Susan B Arkell Ana Borzha Ronald J. Christ
Barb Armstrong Lisa Bowdey Paul Chynoweth
Arnold R Atkins Dixie Boyd Julie Chynoweth
Thomas D. Aubin Ellen Bradbury Reid Michael Cicchi
Susan W Aulde David Breecker Casey Citrin
Rudy Baca Nodia Brent-Lux Jo Clemens
Linda Baca Leslie Britt Marie Clements
Sally Bachofer Jamie Britt Mkg Clemson
Steve Bader Gary Brooker Curtis Clemson
Kim Bailey John R Brown Autumn Coffing
Kathy Baker Frances C Browne Douglas Cohen
Leslie B. Barclay Sarah brownrigg Steve Cohen
Cyrena Barela Robert Brucejr Deborah Coker
JUDITH BARON Ingrid Bucher J.V. Connors
Rubina Baros Paul Bunker Rachel Contreras
Bruce Baskett Johnny Burns Deb H. Cookingham
Angela Bates Geoffrey Butler Jackie Coombes



Judy Coons I. Engle Gaetane Gonzales
Joseph Cooper Dawn Evarts Rudy Gonzales
Carol Cooperrider Allison Fabara Cipriano Gonzales
Cynthia Copeland Ron Faich Aannette Gonzales
JC Corcoran James C Fans Annette Gonzales
Vanya Costello Sue Farrington Charles D Goodmacher
Kim Cnickard Tanya Field Arifa Goodman
Jerry Cronin Marlene Fischer Susan Gordon
Theresa Cull Robert Fischoff Teresa Maria Goulão
JULIETTE M CUNICO Barbara A Fix Katherine Gould-Martin
Gerri Curry Cheryl Fleming Suzanne graham
Annalisa V Cutler Janet Fletcher Paige Grant
Vincent Darley Michael Flood Dawn Greenfield
Katherine Davie Claudia Floyd Rand L. greenfield
Chase Davies Glenn Forrest Janet Greenwald
Tandera Davila Kim Fowler Nona Lee Gregg
Bettina Davis Lisa Franzen Stacy Grenier
Peggy Davis Erik Fredrickson Blair Grey
Alvin Davis Marsha Freeman Becka Gribbins
George de Garmo Constance French Robert Guenther
Kirk Delaplaine Hugh Friedman ]osalynn Guillen
Bob Desmond Evelyn Fuentes Jana Gunnell
Susan Diaz PATRICIA FUHRBACH Efren Gutierrez
Rob H. Dickson Eiichi Fukushima Karrie Guzman
Rebecca Digman Valorie Funlano Margaret L. Hadderman
Gay Dillingham Miriam Gagne Rhonda Haley
Nenad Dobra Val Galindo Gerry Hall
Amanda Don Mitch Galli Laurie Hammer
DALE D DOREMUS Rachel Garcia Katherine Hannan
Mary Drabbs Cheryl Gardopee Craig Hansen
Timothy Duda Ilsa S garduno Jasper Hardesty
Willis Duff Robert W. Garrett Bruce Harmon
Mary] Dulle Cynthia Gefvert MICHAEL G HARRISON
Pat Duncan Pamela J. Geyer Susie Hart
Gary Duncan Martin E Gilbert Sherry Hayne
Tom Duncan Katie Gillis Robert A Hays
Douglas Dunkle Robert Gilman Oneita Henderson
Gayle Eads Lorraine Gilmore George Henke
Kathleen Edwards Peggy Medina Giltrow Huntley Hennessy
Veronica Egan George Ginsberg Andy Henry
Becky Elmhorst Larry Gioannini Johnny Henry
Melissa Elwell Larry Giron Lorena Kernandez
Merlin Emrys Rita L. Glasscock Dave Herzog



Tren Hillis Jane Koewing Paula Lozar
MarielaHinojos Emmy M koponen Nikhil Lucas Kamat
Janice Hoffman ROBERT J. KORBACH Rarnon Lucero
Pamela Holbert Raleigh koritz Christian Lucero
Emily Holcomb Scott Kovac PC Ludi
Megan Holden Kim Kresovich Debra Lujan
Dennis W Holland Dawn Kromeke Eileen Lujan
Andre V Holmes Valerie Kropf Edna Lusk
Susan L Homer Jennifer Krueger Catherine G Lynch
Jane Hood Brianna Kuhfal DR M
Brian Hoover Roger Kuip Sherri Machado
Roxane Hopper Douglas S Kurtz Diane Macinnes
Carolyn Home James Kwak Steve Mackey
Linda Howard Jeff LaFlamme Kelly Maclellan
Jane Hull Kern Lakatos Dr. Malcolm MacPherson
Sandra H. Jackson Alana Lambear Mike Madden
Caroline Jackson Sandra Lambert Eric Mahlet
Jessica Jakubanis David Lapington Biene Maja
Roger Jannotta Scott Larson Michael Malone
Jesse Jaramillo Melissa Latham-Stevens Eileen R Mandel
Dinah Jentgen Courtney Latourrette Beverly Manuelito
Charles E Jetty Vinton Lawrence Eugene Maniani
Barbara Jimenez Chip Leavitt Dara Mark
Jennifer Johnson Luis Ledezma Joan F Martinez
Pat Jones Elizabeth Lee Richard Martinez
Shannon M Jones L Lefler Bertha Martinez
Carly V. Jones Elizabeth Lende Beatrice Martinez
Jill Joseph Barbara G Lenssen Larry Martinez
Julie Joyce Daniel Levenson Lorenzo Martinez
Georgia Jury Steve Leyndyke Nicki Marx
Carol L Kain Carol Licini Max Mastellone
Tracy Kapple John Liebson Steven Mayes
Allon Kassel PJ Liebson Susan Mayes
Daisy Kates Diana Lightmoon Angel McCarter
S. Kay Linda Lillow C McCoy
Rosemary Keener Tami Linden Jan C McCreary
Meredith Keeton Kay Locknidge Kim McCreery
Sin Kar Kaur Khalsa Gary Loos David McDonald
NS Khalsa Dixie Lopez Timothy Mclntire
Henry Kimbell Michael Lopez Christopher McLaren
Gina Knepell Alice Lorenz Kelly McMahan
Nicholas F Knorr Johnny Lovato Cynthia McNamara
Ray Knutson Liza Lovato Sandra Mcnary



William Mee Chemen A Ochoa Sandy rasich
Ellen Mellon Trisha Ochoa Jessica Rath
Andrew Merritt James ODonnell Deborah W Reade
Scott Messick Peter Olson Eugenia Redding
Ten Micco Susan Omalley Paul F Reed
Patricia Michaels Kester Oman Nettie Reed
Ellen Middleditch Rebecca Ornelas Mike Reitz
Matt Middleton Jolene Ortega Emily Renfro
Michael Miller Robert Ortiz Lashae Reynolds
Karen Milstein Michael P Joanne Rhodes
Phil Milstein George R Packard Yvonne Ricard
Sean Minter Mary Palmer Daniel Richards
Gael Minton Diane L Paolazzi Mark Richmond
Scotty Mitchell Gordon Parker III Roberta Richter
Dorothy J Moloney Jocelyn Parris Michele Rightley
Avedon Montano George Parrish William B Riker
Angelica Montoya Marilyn Patterson Ada Rippberger
Andrea Montoya Virgil Pauls Mieka S Ritsema
Victoria More Roger Peirce Robert Robbins
Ginger Morris Catherine Penick Patricia Roberts
David Morrison Freda Perez Tajeer Robinson
Ann Margaret Mumford Rachel Phillips Leon Rodniquez
Billee D Mundorff Sibylle Mo Pieters Douglas Rogers
Janice Murphey Franklin Pinto Geraldine Rohrkemper
Candy Murphy Carol W. Pittman Anne Romanow
Virginia Myers Stephen Poland Elizabeth Romero
Joleen Myers Debbie Polnaszek Janet Romero
Harry Myers Linda Popelish Ken Romero
Rebecca Nafey Paige Porter Timothy Romero
Karen A Nakakihara Suzanne Prescott Pete Romero
Patty Navarrete Joseph Priego George Romero
Damie Nelson Joanna Prukop Bryan Romkey
Jessica Nelson Mayra Quezada Gibert Ronquillo
Nancy Neskauskas Carol Quick Chispas Root
Michael S New ANNA QUILLMAN David P Rose
Carilene Newby Donna Quintana Rebecca Rose
Mary Lynne Newell Vera Quintela Susan Rose
Anna Nguyen Caroline Rackley Adrienne E. Ross
Judith Novak Kayla Rader Robert Rowe
Ron Oakes Richard Raelian Jessica Rubio
MacKenzie Oakes Lilia Ramirez Nicole Rupp
Gary E Oakley Michael Rarnon Janet M Ruth
A. Obermeier Katherine Ranck Brenda rutz-susman



Emmet Ryan Doreen Siracusano Brenda Tims
Carrie Ryan Richard Sisneros Janis Todhunter
Ruth Sabiers Norma Skinner Melinda J. Tossani
Denise Saccone Stacie L Slay Stephen Townsend
Angelica Salazar Charlotte A Smith C. Townsend
Miranda Salazar Rosemary Smith John Traceski
David Sanchez Gill M. sorg Jacqueline Trevizo
Jacqueline Sanchez Roger C Southward Joshua Trillo
Timmy Sanchez Alvin Spacht Angie True
Jose Sandoval Laura Spain Charles Trujillo
Carlos Santistevan Vicki E. Spanogle DANIEL TU
Carol A. Sassaman Jon spar Ann Ellen Tuomey
Teresa Savedra DeEtte Spence Brooke Tuthill
Sakshi Sawant Kathleen Stanton Audrey Urbano
David Sawyer Dorothy Starr JoAnn V. Bethel
Tim Scalzone Sari H. Stein Amanda Vallejos
E Scantlebury Carmon L Steven Susan van note
Stephen A Schmidt Thomas A. Stewart Linda Vanwart
Linda Schmidt Sarah Stewart Thomas Vargas
Judy Schneider Rex Stockwell Stephanie Varoz
Victor schultz Barbara Jane Stone Kareyl Vatlestad
Wallace Schultz Deborah Stowe Adrian Velasquez
Marguerite Scott Adele Strasser Susan M Verkamp
Kula Ellison v. Second Dianne Stromberg Patricia Victour
Judith A. Sellars Signe stuart Carol Vigil
Lasita Shalev Maura Studie Raquel Vigilarmijo
Wendy Shaul Susan Styer Zoe Viles
Patricia Sheely Rebecca M Summer Atanasio Villalobos
Charles R Shelly Judith Svihla Oscar Villalobos
Gillian Sherwood Daphne Swancutt Philip Virgil
Arlene Sheyka Susan Sylvester Wendy Volkmann
Donald Shires Caroline Szalay Maryse Vrambout
Barbara E. Shires Gail Szpatura Doretha Waites
Kathy Shores Dennis Tapley Rebecca H. Walding
Allen Shugart Larry Taramasco Joe Ward
Jocelyn Sice Ann Teitelbaum Darren Warren
Anne Marie Silva Diana Thatcher Johnson Washburn
Audrianna Silva John R Thayer L. Watchempino
Amanda Silverberg Dan Thomas Christopher Watson
Carolyn SIMMONS Bird Thompson David Waymire
Pat Simons Robert Thornton Carol Weinreich
Allan Sindelar Kathryn Tijerina Robert Wells
Norman Singer Neriah Tijerina Jason White



Jon Whitsell
Anne Heath Widmark
Leslie Wilbur

CL. Wilkinson
Brent Wille
Susan Willoughby

3 Wimberly
Glenn Wohl
Betsy E Wolf

Jon Wolfe
Rachelle Woods
Lola Woolf

James Wright
Charles Wright
Michelle Wrobel
Margo Wyse

Gina Yates
Larry Yazzie
Shawna Ybarra

Johnny Young
Sousa Zamora

Ten Zierer
Christopher Zubiate
Laureen Zunner



From: Camila Kennedy
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2022 11:08:51 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Camila Kennedy 
camila.kennedy@me.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:camila.kennedy@me.com
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=user60c360fd


From: Mary Jo Carey
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 2:06:13 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Mary Jo Carey 
jocare@hotmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:jocare@hotmail.com
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=user60c360fd


From: Kathryn Cleary
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2022 10:53:37 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Kathryn Cleary 
kcleary@fastmail.us

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:kcleary@fastmail.us
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us
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From: Mkg Clemson
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 9:18:52 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Mkg Clemson 
mkgclemson@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Colleen Cunningham
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 9:49:19 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Colleen Cunningham 
cmcunnin@hotmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:cmcunnin@hotmail.com
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From: Colleen Cunningham
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 9:49:19 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Colleen Cunningham 
cmcunnin@hotmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:cmcunnin@hotmail.com
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From: Dolores Baca
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2022 3:15:35 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Dolores Baca 
doloresbaca26@icloud.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Ira Arkhangelskaya
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Sunday, April 3, 2022 10:30:56 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Ira Arkhangelskaya 
irinasrx@me.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Mara Yarbrough
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2022 2:38:12 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Mara Yarbrough 
mara.yarbrough@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Memphis Holland
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Sunday, April 3, 2022 2:01:35 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mrs. Memphis Holland 
memphisholland@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Bethany Jorgensen
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public Comment for Pecos ONRW Petition - Docket No. WQCC 21-51(R)
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 10:07:12 AM

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to clicking
on links or opening attachments.

WQCC Administrator Pamela Jones,

Dear New Mexico Water Quality Control Commissioners,

My name is Bethany Jorgensen and I am a community member from Rowe, and I support the
petition to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed as Outstanding Waters submitted by the New
Mexico Acequia Association, Village of Pecos, San Miguel County, Upper Pecos Watershed
Association, and Molino de la Isla Organics LLC.

The waters of the Upper Pecos Watershed are the lifeblood of the region’s numerous acequias,
sustaining and enriching centuries-old farming and ranching traditions that depend upon clean
water. These traditions are not only valued as living history of the Pecos Valley, they are also
essential for navigating the uncertainty of the future.

Just last month, our well ran dry here in Rowe along NM-Hwy 63. Our experience echos those
we hear from colleagues, friends, and neighbors, demonstrating increasing concern and real
challenges caused by depleted aquifers here in New Mexico unable to recharge fast enough to
meet demand. We must protect the water that is here for livable uses, including those of the
farms and ranches relying on the acequias.

The ways we see climate change impacting our precious surface waters are of particular
concern. New Mexico and the greater West have transitioned from periodic droughts to long-
term aridification. Long-term aridification doesn’t just result in reduced snowpack, stream flow,
precipitation levels, and increased temperatures – it also results in degradation of our surface
water quality. Safeguarding the lifeblood of our communities by designating the Upper Pecos
watershed as Outstanding Waters is vital to sustaining our communities, culture, and traditional
farming and ranching, as ONRW designation is a meaningful regulatory tool for mitigating
climate change impacts.

El agua es vida. Thank you for your careful consideration of my comments.

Sincerely, 
Bethany Jorgensen

Researcher, Cornell University 
PO Box 252 
Rowe, NM 87562 
507.272.5134

Bethany Jorgensen 
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From: Tomasz Falkowski
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public Comment for Pecos ONRW Petition - Docket No. WQCC 21-51(R)
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 3:11:39 PM

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to clicking
on links or opening attachments.

WQCC Administrator Pamela Jones,

Dear New Mexico Water Quality Control Commissioners,

My name is Tomasz Falkowski and I am a community member, assistant professor of forestry,
and small farmer from Rowe, NM, and I support the petition to designate the Upper Pecos
Watershed as Outstanding Waters submitted by the New Mexico Acequia Association, Village
of Pecos, San Miguel County, Upper Pecos Watershed Association, and Molino de la Isla
Organics LLC.

The waters of the Upper Pecos Watershed are the lifeblood of the region’s numerous acequias,
sustaining and enriching centuries-old farming and ranching traditions that depend upon clean
water. Of particular concern is the impact climate change is having on our precious surface
waters. New Mexico and the greater West have transitioned from periodic droughts to long-
term aridification. Long-term aridification doesn’t just result in reduced snowpack, stream flow,
precipitation levels, and increased temperatures – it also results in degradation of our surface
water quality.

I've been researching ecology and forestry for the past ten years and climate change for the
past three. However, all of this academic understanding paled in comparison to the learning I
had to do when my well ran dry. Climate change is not some distant future event, it is a present
reality. There's nothing like being unable to shower, cook, or drink water from the tap to teach
you the hard lesson that el agua es vida. Without water, there can be no life, and no amount of
rural economic development can replace that once it is lost.

Beyond maintaining the ecological health, integrity, and resilience of the watershed, protecting
is also critical to maintain the cultural vitality and strength of community of the region. The
watershed is critical to maintain the livelihoods of farmers and ranchers that are providing us
with the food we need. As dollar stores invade our communities and dry up local businesses,
local farms providing accessible and healthy food are the last bulwark against these regions
becoming food deserts.

The generosity of the Pecos River and the watershed that feeds into it is what sustains us in
Pecos, Glorieta, Rowe, and the many communities that live downstream. We rely upon the
watershed to recharge the aquifer and river that provide us with drinking water, food,
recreation, and our sense of belonging. In return for these many gifts, the least we can do is
protect this watershed as best we can. Declaring the Upper Pecos Watershed as an
Outstanding National Waters would be an important first step in stewarding this place, which is
our critical gift and crucial responsibility as Nuevomexicanos.

mailto:tomekfalkowski@gmail.com
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us


To close, safeguarding the lifeblood of our communities by designating the Upper Pecos
watershed as Outstanding Waters is vital to sustaining our communities, culture, and traditional
farming and ranching, as ONRW designation is a meaningful regulatory tool for mitigating
climate change impacts.

El agua es vida. Thank you for your careful consideration of my comments.

Sincerely, 
Tomasz Falkowski, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Forestry 
New Mexico Highlands University

Tomasz Falkowski 
tomekfalkowski@gmail.com 
143 NM HW 63 
Rowe, New Mexico 87562



From: Irina Fialko
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public Comment for Pecos ONRW Petition - Docket No. WQCC 21-51(R)
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 5:05:13 PM

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to clicking
on links or opening attachments.

WQCC Administrator Pamela Jones,

Dear New Mexico Water Quality Control Commissioners,

My name is Irina Fialko and I am a 
community member from Ribera, and I support the petition to designate the Upper Pecos
Watershed as Outstanding Waters submitted by the New Mexico Acequia Association, Village
of Pecos, San Miguel County, Upper Pecos Watershed Association, and Molino de la Isla
Organics LLC.

The waters of the Upper Pecos Watershed are the lifeblood of the region’s numerous acequias,
sustaining and enriching centuries-old farming and ranching traditions that depend upon clean
water.

Many generations have depended on the water as their livelihood, and hopefully, many future
generations can do the same.

Of particular concern is the impact climate change is having on our precious surface waters.
New Mexico and the greater West have transitioned from periodic droughts to long-term
aridification. Long-term aridification doesn’t just result in reduced snowpack, stream flow,
precipitation levels, and increased temperatures – it also results in degradation of our surface
water quality. Safeguarding the lifeblood of our communities by designating the Upper Pecos
watershed as Outstanding Waters is vital to sustaining our communities, culture, and traditional
farming and ranching, as ONRW designation is a meaningful regulatory tool for mitigating
climate change impacts.

El agua es vida. Thank you for your careful consideration of my comments.

Sincerely, 
Irina Fialko 
Artist, mother, and community member

ifialko@gmail.com 
575 322 5955

Irina Fialko 
ifialko@gmail.com 
421 county road b41e 
Ribera, New Mexico 87560
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From: william madison
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public Comment for Pecos ONRW Petition - Docket No. WQCC 21-51(R)
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 12:31:41 PM

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to clicking
on links or opening attachments.

WQCC Administrator Pamela Jones,

Dear New Mexico Water Quality Control Commissioners,

My name is [william madison ] and I am a FARMER from the los Trigos Acequia, and I support
the petition to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed as Outstanding Waters submitted by the
New Mexico Acequia Association, Village of Pecos, San Miguel County, Upper Pecos
Watershed Association, and Molino de la Isla Organics LLC.

The waters of the Upper Pecos Watershed are the lifeblood of the region’s numerous acequias,
sustaining and enriching centuries-old farming and ranching traditions that depend upon clean
water.

The only thing sapiens must have to live is H2O . To jeopardize this precious would be more
than shortsighted . Please THINK .

Of particular concern is the impact climate change is having on our precious surface waters.
New Mexico and the greater West have transitioned from periodic droughts to long-term
aridification. Long-term aridification doesn’t just result in reduced snowpack, stream flow,
precipitation levels, and increased temperatures – it also results in degradation of our surface
water quality. Safeguarding the lifeblood of our communities by designating the Upper Pecos
watershed as Outstanding Waters is vital to sustaining our communities, culture, and traditional
farming and ranching, as ONRW designation is a meaningful regulatory tool for mitigating
climate change impacts.

El agua es vida. Thank you for your careful consideration of my comments.

Sincerely, 
William Madison 
homosapiens 
HC 72 Box 490 
Ribera New Mexico 87560 
505-470-8068

william madison 
madison@plateautel.net 
606 new mexico state road 3 
ribera, New Mexico 87560
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From: Paul Augusten
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:46:25 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Paul Augusten 
paugusten@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:paugusten@gmail.com
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From: Oskar Bates
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:32:48 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Oskar Bates 
oskar.bates@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:oskar.bates@gmail.com
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From: Sam Ellvinger
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:32:43 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Sam Ellvinger 
ellvingersamual@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Merlin Emrys
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:32:47 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Merlin Emrys 
merlin@evening-sun.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Ellison Estephan
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:46:25 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mx. Ellison Estephan 
ellisonestephan@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Stephen Farkash
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:40:03 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Stephen Farkash 
farkadelic@msn.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Glenda Fletcher
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:55:13 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Glenda Fletcher 
gsfletch@newmexico.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Brad HOLIAN
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:32:45 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Brad HOLIAN 
BLHKSH@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Robert Lawrence
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:32:43 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Robert Lawrence 
belizeboblawrence@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Pauline Marx
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:55:14 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Pauline Marx 
108paule@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Broadus Mobbs
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:40:05 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Broadus Mobbs 
mobbs349@newschool.edu

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Reina Nelson
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:11:19 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Reina Nelson 
reinaskyenelson@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: John Pitlak
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:32:46 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. John Pitlak 
pitlak@acm.org

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Mathangi Mills Raghavan
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:32:45 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Mathangi Mills Raghavan 
mattiemillz99@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Melissa Savage
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:40:04 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Dr. Melissa Savage 
forests@ucla.edu

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Charles Schmitt
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:40:03 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Charles Schmitt 
joeyschmittsuquamish@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Iris Thornton
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:32:49 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Iris Thornton 
iristhornton@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: David Patton
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 7:56:23 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. David Patton 
davidpishere@hotmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Ross Ulibarri
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2022 7:42:19 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Ross Ulibarri 
rossulibarri@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Edith Homans
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 3:24:25 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Edith Homans 
davhom@cybermesa.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Paul Augusten
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:46:25 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Paul Augusten 
paugusten@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Allen Burgess
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 12:34:25 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Allen Burgess 
fordseey@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Mkg Clemson
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 9:18:52 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Mkg Clemson 
mkgclemson@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Michael Crews
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 10:00:52 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Dr. Michael Crews 
mcrewsebdo@aol.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Brigitte Davenport
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 11:21:11 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Brigitte Davenport 
honeyinmypants@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:honeyinmypants@gmail.com
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From: Miette Deschenes
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 10:45:58 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Miette Deschenes 
mietted75@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Beth A Enson
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 12:07:34 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Beth A Enson 
wildmushroomsoup@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Ellison Estephan
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:46:25 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mx. Ellison Estephan 
ellisonestephan@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Stephen Farkash
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:40:03 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Stephen Farkash 
farkadelic@msn.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Lila Faust
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 12:29:27 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Lila Faust 
lilaboodles@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Glenda Fletcher
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:55:13 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Glenda Fletcher 
gsfletch@newmexico.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Grayce Fox
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:58:19 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Grayce Fox 
foxgrayce@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Skye Franklin
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 12:43:09 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Skye Franklin 
skye.j.franklin@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Kimberly Freeman
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 12:43:09 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Dr. Kimberly Freeman 
Kayfizzle71@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Amy Gonzales
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 11:27:55 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Amy Gonzales 
jerseygonzo@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Arifa Goodman
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 10:22:52 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Arifa Goodman 
goodkaz@newmexico.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Elizabeth Grayson
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 1:41:11 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Elizabeth Grayson 
eliz.grayson@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Beatrice Griffin
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 11:18:56 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Beatrice Griffin 
beatricegrffn@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Sawyer Sverre-Harrell
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 11:59:14 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Sawyer Sverre-Harrell 
sawyerturtle@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Jean Kenin
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 11:18:56 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Jean Kenin 
jnkenin@nrewmex.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Jon Klingel
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 3:17:44 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

I hike and camp in the upper Pecos drainage, and drink the water from the streams.
Maintaining clean water is critical to me. In addition, over 200 vertebrate species of wildlife
use the habitats which occur in the upper Pecos and occur in those counties, including
threatened and endangered species. Clean water in the upper Pecos is important for the future
of New Mexico.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Jon Klingel 
jon@klingel.name

mailto:jon@klingel.name
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“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner



From: Vincent Li
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 10:30:41 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Vincent Li 
Vincentli131991@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Zachary Mansfield
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 1:02:10 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Zachary Mansfield 
zackm1027@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Abbey Maroney
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 11:03:40 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Abbey Maroney 
marabb22@evergreen.edu

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Pauline Marx
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:55:14 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Pauline Marx 
108paule@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Broadus Mobbs
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:40:05 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Broadus Mobbs 
mobbs349@newschool.edu

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Amy McConnell Franklin
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 12:34:25 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Dr. Amy McConnell Franklin 
amymcconnellfranklin@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Moira O"Hanlon
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 11:25:45 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Moira O'Hanlon 
moiraohanlon@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: True Overlie
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 12:29:27 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. True Overlie 
trueoverlie@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Carol Raymond
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 10:20:25 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Carol Raymond 
raymondcarol93@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Karyn Rose
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 10:12:28 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Karyn Rose 
glorieta@cybermesa.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Richard Rubin
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 2:30:17 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

I began visiting the Pecos Wilderness since the 1970s while working in Albuquerque. That
included packing in and fishing. The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that
sustains the local agricultural community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and
has many rich and diverse ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will
ensure that clean water in the Pecos is preserv

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, ranching, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Dr. Richard Rubin 
rlrubin46@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Kara McGee-Russell
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 10:22:52 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Kara McGee-Russell 
kmcgeerussell@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Melissa Savage
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:40:04 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Dr. Melissa Savage 
forests@ucla.edu

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Charles Schmitt
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:40:03 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Charles Schmitt 
joeyschmittsuquamish@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Clara Spray
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 11:35:35 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Miss. Clara Spray 
sprayc08@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Eric Swanson
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 10:25:19 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Eric Swanson 
eric@ericswanson.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Kristin Ulibarri
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 2:44:12 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Kristin Ulibarri 
kristinulibarri@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Joel Villademoros
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 10:12:28 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Joel Villademoros 
joel2412@sbcglobal.net

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Greta Von Trap
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 11:21:11 AM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Greta Von Trap 
gribea02@evergreen.edu

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:gribea02@evergreen.edu
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=user60c360fd


From: Phyllis Wilcox
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 6:49:22 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Dr. Phyllis Wilcox 
pwilcox@unm.edu

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:pwilcox@unm.edu
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us
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From: Betsy Wolf
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 4:13:18 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Ms. Betsy Wolf 
bwolf1944@gmail.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:bwolf1944@gmail.com
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From: Rushing Don
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2022 4:50:55 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Mr. Rushing Don 
don@lubbocklease.com

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner
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From: Phyllis Wilcox
To: Jones, Pamela, ENV
Cc: Rachel Conn
Subject: Protect the Pecos!
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 6:49:22 PM

Dear Water Quality Control Commission:

The Pecos River is an iconic New Mexico waterway that sustains the local agricultural
community, provides exceptional recreational opportunities, and has many rich and diverse
ecological values. Outstanding Waters (ONRW) protections will ensure that clean water in the
Pecos is preserved.

For generations, the Upper Pecos Watershed supported the Pecos Pueblo peoples and, to this
day, remains culturally significant to their descendants. The waters of the Upper Pecos are
clean and healthy today because of the long history of respect and stewardship for our land
and water. Flowing into nearby acequias, the waters of the Upper Pecos are vital to local
agriculture. There are currently 55 acequias that depend on clean water in the Pecos. The
Upper Pecos Watershed continues to support a rich tradition of farming, ranching, acequias,
and other traditional uses all of which depend on clean water.

Outstanding Waters protections respects the role of clean water as the lifeblood of our
communities and ensures that the clean water of the Pecos is kept clean for future generations
to enjoy for irrigating, rachings, fishing, rafting, and swimming. Our local economy depends
on clean water. Recreation brings millions of dollars to the area surrounding the nominated
waters. In 2013, anglers alone spent over $28 million towards fishing in San Miguel County.
This contributed to 333 local jobs, $11 million in labor income, and over $2 million is state
and local taxes.

Impacts from roads and extractive industries threaten many New Mexico high-quality waters
and our way of life. I support Outstanding Waters (ONRW) designation for the Upper Pecos
Watershed because it protects current and traditional uses of the river from pollution from new
sources and I therefore urge the Water Quality Control Commission to grant the Pecos
Outstanding Waters petition submitted by the group of concerned local businesses,
government, and citizens whose lives and livelihoods depend on this vital river.

Please protect the Upper Pecos watershed by voting to support the petition for ONRW
designation. Thank you.

We call on the Water Quality Control Commission to designate the Upper Pecos Watershed
from Dalton Canyon upstream as an Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW).

-- Dr. Phyllis Wilcox 
pwilcox@unm.edu

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect us with our past, and link us directly with the
flow and rhythm of the natural world.” — Ted Turner

mailto:pwilcox@unm.edu
mailto:Pamela.Jones@state.nm.us
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=user60c360fd
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